
LESSON 3 & 4 
REVIEW





for = a length of time

Example:

I’ve lived in Hanoi for 7 
years.



= a point in time

Example:
I’ve lived in Hanoi since

2013.



Point/length of time For/since

3 years

2013

5 seconds

8 months

last week

January

20 minutes

8am

since

since

since

since

for

for

for

for





+ has/have + p.p + 
O + …

have flown in my 
dreams.





TOPIC 1 Experience

I have been to France.



TOPIC 2 Change Over Time

You have
grown

since the 
last time I 
saw you.





I/ know/ my best 
friend/ 5 years

I’ve known my 
best friend for 5 

years.



He/ live/ in 
Vietnam/ 2015

He has lived in 
Vietnam since

2015.



They/ not eat/ 
anything/ 24 hours

They haven’t
eaten anything 
for 24 hours.



A lot of things/ 
change/ we were 

children

A lot of things have
changed since we 
were children.



I/ be/ a fan of 
BTS/ a long time

I have been a 
fan of BTS for a 

long time.



My mom/ not see/ a 
rhino/ she was born

My mom hasn’t seen
a rhino since she 

was born.



She/ not speak/ to 
me/ we had a fight.

She hasn’t spoken
to me since we 
had a fight. 



Teacher Maria/ be/ 
my teacher/ Grade 

1.

Teacher Maria has
been my teacher 
since Grade 1.



I/ not drive/ a car/ 
I was a child. 

I haven’t driven
a car since I was 

a child. 





How do you 
prevent sports 
injuries?



(noun) a protective 
covering for the 

knee, worn 
especially for 
playing sports



(noun) a piece of 
equipment designed to 

keep the wearer 
afloat in water.



(noun) a device for 
slowing or stopping a 
moving vehicle, by 

applying pressure to 
the wheels



(noun) protective 
padded gear worn on 
the elbows to protect 

people against 
injuries.



(noun) a hard 
or padded 

protective hat


